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Abstract – Location Privacy is a major apprehension in participatory sensing applications. Here user can both give as well as
retrieve valuable information. The major drawback in LBSs (Location Based Services) is the leakage of user’s locality. These
applications collect detailed sensor data which compromise user privacy. To solve this problem existing solutions bring in
trusted third party (Anonymizer) connecting the user and the Location Service Provider (LSP). In some situations the
Anonymizer may compromise which leads to leakage of user information. To deal with this issue, in this paper we adopt an
enhanced location privacy preserving system for the LBS atmosphere. The main advantages of our method includes: 1) user
can raise queries with secured locations, 2) no need of fully trusted third parties.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Modern years have experienced the growing concerns
regarding the security and confidentiality of user
information in many participatory sensing applications.
Users desire to protect their personal data such as identity,
location etc. from revelation to unauthorized parties
throughindirect inferences or straightdisclosure. Releasing
of a bit of data withoutidentity informationmay still
expose personaldata or information about users with high
possibility.
With the advanced wireless technology and
persistentprogress in participatory sensing applications
(e.g., mobiles, GPS, activity trackers etc), follows an
incredibledevelopment of LBSs. Real time examples
consist of location based gas station finders (“gas stations
near me”), tracking traffic condition (“The traffic
condition near Silk Board”), spatial alarms. The mobile
user can get such services by raising queries and
providing theirlocalitydata to the service provider.

Confidentiality attacks at the same time preserving the
information truthfulness, in this paper we suggest
aproficientmethod based on Locality Sensitive Hashing
(LSH).The mechanism conserves both K- anonymity and
locality. After that we adopt an algorithm to solve kNN
requests at any point in the spatial cloaks of polygonal
shape.

II. METHODOLOGY
1. Anonymizer
Here Locality Sensitive Hashing is proposed to divide
user localitiesinto groupsholding at least K users (termed
as spatial cloaks). Thismethod is made known to protect
both k-anonymity and locality. Later an Voronoi diagram
is designed to solve kNN requests from any partinside the
spatial cloaks of random polygonal outline. K-anonymity
is a mechanism used toevade the exposure of user data.
Spatial cloaking regions satisfy k- anonymity if each user
data inside the region is impossible to differentiate from
at least K-1 users’ data.

As providing ahuge convenience and other commercial
opportunities, Location Based Servers (LBS)creates the
way for mishandling of user’s sensitivelocality
information. Consider a situation, where the collected
detailed location data of the user can be utilized to send
spam to userswith surplus messages; User’s health
conditions, lifestyle, ostracized religiousor else political
views are able to be hacked through observing users’ visit
to some explicit locations. GPS devices canbe used in
substantial stalking. Aiming on offering safety against

Fig.1. Structure for K anonymous location privacy. NN
refers to nearest neighbour. kNN refers to k nearest
neighbor query.[3].
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2.

Trusted Third Party (Ttp) And Function
Generator

4. Spatiotemporal Blurring
Aninnovative spatiotemporal blurring method which is
based on clusteringalong with tessellationis used to guard
the userinformation against the system while exposing
thecondition. This technique uses probabilistic privacy
termed as (k, p) anonymity. Itpermits users to carry out
local blurring of information efficiently with no use of an
online anonymization server prior to the information sent
to the system. This scheme be able tomanage the quality
of reports and degree of certainty in location privacyall
the way through a system factor.

In this mechanism, Anonymizer which is a trusted entity is
brought into the system. It works as an intermediate connecting

LSP and the user. When Anonymizer is hacked by
opponent, it may create a risk to the user privacy. Hence
Function Generator is introduced to get avoid need of
trusted entities. Hilbert curve is used to convert a real
location into pseudo location through which the
Anonymizer be able to construct the Anonymizing Spatial
Region(ASR) along with filter Points of Interest(POIs).

Fig.2. Enhanced location privacy preserving system
(ELPP) meant for user privacy. R’ refers to transformed
ASR. POI’u is pseudo location of result to the user, L’u is
pseudo location of user, and POI’ is pseudo location of
POI.[2]
3. Privacy Preserving Identification Mechanism
Here two layer neural network models is projectedwith
the use of datathat is processed through differential
privacy which is used to distinguish, classify and
relatethis to a driver identification system and verify the
viability.
 An algorithm is designed to separate data privacy
sensitivity and placeparticular levels to measure the
sensitivity of privacy and access the amount of privacy
revelation.
 An adoptive confidentiality preserving schemethrough
differential privacy is introduced to guardparticipants’
data with high sensitivity of privacy.
 A driver identification system with the data protected
by means of differential party is employed to recognize
the drivers.

Fig.4.Target k vs. probability p. [8]
5. Anonymousdatareporting Protocol
An anonymous data reporting protocol is devisedin
support of participatory sensing. This protocol offers data
accuracy, generality and strong privacy protection. It
contains two stages to be precise; they are slot reservation
and message submission. During the first stage slot
reservation, clusters containing N users collaborate to
allocateevery user a message slot in a vector. It is
basically message submission schedule; hereeach user slot
is unaware to other users also to the application server.
During second stage message submission, every user
sends encoded information to the application server with
the slot information well-knownmerely to herself/himself,
in thismanner the application server could not link the
data to theparticular user. By means of this type of data
reporting protocol the connectionbetween the data and the
users is broken down and as anoutcome, users’ privacy is
confined.

Fig.3. The structural design of Two Layer ANN model.
[1]
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anonymizer and the users
elevatedsafety of the system.

and

guarantee

the
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Fig.5. System architecture.[9]

III. RESULT COMPARISION
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accessamong
the user and the
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85%

IV. CONCLUSION
In our paper, we suggest aninclusive Enhanced Location
Privacy Preserving (ELPP) method for the fortification of
users’ location privacy within LBS. The mainpoint is to
avoid the use ofcompletely trusted entities to offer
betterprotection. There is no acceptance that the mighty
privacy assurance will leads to high cost. General
evaluations imply that our proposed mechanismconserve
location
privacy
at
littlecommunication
and
computational cost. In our upcoming work, we strengthen
our methodthroughimplementing multiple anonymizers to
keep away from the restricted accessamong the
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